SD 10202.21

The USS Pharaoh is preparing to leave Outpost 1138 accompanied by the Starfleet tug SS Tyrannosaurus Rex that is now arriving in the system. The mission is to extract the fusion reactor from the abandoned station Emrok Nor to replace the reactor that was ejected from Outpost 1138. On board the Rex & Pharaoh are engineers from Outpost 1138 led by Lieutenant Shahn.

Time is of the essence because Outpost 1138 must be made operational before the fleet of colonists arrive.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::Sitting in her quarters, she reviews several PADDs and checks some key data. She logs into a PADD and opens up a psychological profile for Lieutenant Timothy Riker. Shaking her head in disgust, she begins to read the material on the PADD silently::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::studying star maps of the Black Cluster, it's close proximity with Breen space in particular::
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Performing NAV systems checks::
Host CO_Starks says:
:: in ready room finishing up a damage report to Starfleet ::
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::She sighs at the lack of any discernable information. Only seeing pointless gibberish from some blue-collar shrink, she closes down the PADD and taps her COM badge. Clearing her throat she speaks out loud, hearing the echo of her own voice:: *CO*: Keindar to Starks. Respond.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::looking over some operational orders and gathering info on the station::
XO_Chalen says:
::walks into ENG office::  CEO:  Mind if I come in?
OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
::enters the ship from the station because she is on 'loan' from the station, and is trying to find her way to OPS::

Action: The Starfleet tug SS Tyrannosaurus Rex  comes out of warp and hails the Pharaoh.

Capt_Yogi says:
@::Sitting in her chair.  One last look around the bridge.::  OPS:  Contact the Pharaoh, let them know we have arrived.


CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
:: puts down PADD:: XO: Of course not... Come on in.
Host CO_Starks says:
:: sighs :: *CIV* Starks here
CTO_LT_Riker says:
XO: Incoming hail from the T'Rex  sir 
Capt_Yogi says:
@COM:Pharaoh:  USS Pharaoh, this is the Rex.  Come in please.
Rex_OPS says:
@Capt Yogi:  The Pharaoh on the line.
XO_Chalen says:
CEO:  I just wanted to see if you'd had a chance to review the Starfleet engineering files on DS9.  It should be the same configuration as Emrok Nor.  We'll need every technical edge we can to extract something as big as a fusion core.
OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
::finds a TL and enters and tells it to go to the bridge::
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
*CO*: Captain, it is imperative that I speak to you immediately. Please report to sickbay immediately...Keindar out...::She taps her COM badge closing the communication. Without a second thought she stands and heads in the direction of sickbay, three PADDs clutched tightly in her grasp::
XO_Chalen says:
::taps badge::  *CSO*  You have the bridge Lt.  Acknowledge the Tug.
Host CO_Starks says:
:: sighs again and stands from desk, then heads out to sickbay ::
Capt_Yogi says:
@::Drums her fingers on the arm of her chair.::  COM:Pharaoh:  Hey!  Y’all alive over there!
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
*XO* Aye, sir.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
XO: I was just finishing up on the briefing sir
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
COM: Tug:  This is the Pharaoh.
CTO_LT_Riker says:
*TO* Ensign Johnson report to the  bridge and  take  over for me please
OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
::the TL stops and she stumbles out::  ALL:  Sorry I'm late but I got lost.
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::After a brief trip she enters the compact sickbay. The pathetic facility rivals only a broom closet in floor space and she sits down on one of the bio-beds, ordering the junior medic out of the room::
Capt_Yogi says:
@COM:CSO:  Hey Sugar, Want to let your Capt know the best tow is in town.  We are coming up beside you now.
XO_Chalen says:
CEO:  Excellent, I want a plan of attack ready for the Capt.’s review before we reach the station.
TO_Johnson says:
 *CTO* on my way sir
Host CO_Starks says:
:: exits turbolift on deck 2 and walks into the sickbay ::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
COM: Tug: Understood.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::gets up and walks to replicator::  XO: Humongus thing....  We're gonna have a hard time towing it with the tractor.  That's gonna be the hard part.  Removing it is easy.
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Staring at a PADD, confused look::
Host CO_Starks says:
CIV: you asked to see me?
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::As the doors his open her eyes lock with those of Captain Starks:: Computer: Seal sickbay door Alpha, authorization Keindar-Epsilon-Chenti-758372...::She sits on the bed, legs crosses comfortably and she hears the hiss of the door as it locks:: CO: Welcome Captain...
XO_Chalen says:
CEO:  I'm hoping the tug will take care of the long haul for us.  You just worry about extracting it without blowing us all to bits.
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
*CO* The SS Tyrannosaurus Rex has arrived and assumed a parallel course to the Pharaoh?
Host CO_Starks says:
CIV: well now that you have me trapped, what's this all about LT?
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::places empty glass into replicator::  XO: Aye....   Noooooo Problem. Like sliding off a greasy log on an angry river.
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
CO: Actually if I recall, I did not ask. That would involve wasting time for pointless Terran pleasantries...::She holds out a PADD for him to take::...these Captain are your new orders from Starfleet...::A sly smile crosses her face - the first true smile since her arrival::

Action: Both ships are on route for Emrok Nor.. ETA 20 minutes...

XO_Chalen says:
CEO:  Great.  If you'll excuse me.  ::heads out to the bridge::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::walks over to XO::  XO: Just a moment sir
Host CO_Starks says:
:: takes PADD ::
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Maintaining present course and speed::
XO_Chalen says:
::pauses::  CEO:  Yes?
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::extends hand:: XO: just wanted to say that I look forward to our continued missions together.  
Capt_Yogi says:
@FCO:  Pull up beside the Pharaoh and try not to scratch the paint this time.  ::Sighs::
Host CO_Starks says:
CIV: :: reading PADD :: Hmmm...
Rex_FCO says:
@  CO:  Aye Ma'am.  No paint scratching.  ::Pulls in beside.::
Host CO_Starks says:
CIV: so we're to be studied?
XO_Chalen says:
::takes his hand::  CEO:  Thank you, Lt.   Good to know there's SOMEONE on this ship who hasn't lost all respect for me after last week's escape pod incident.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::picks up PADD and heads out of the small office::  XO: Honest mistake....   
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
FCO: ETA to the Cardassian station?
XO_Chalen says:
::Follows the CEO out::  CEO: Glad you think so.  I'd much rather never have to order the crew to escape pods ever again.   See you later.  ::heads to bridge::
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
CO: As you can guess, any information on the - ::She pauses mid sentence as she hears his question and continues on, not really looking at him and looking around the room:: ...in a sense - yes. You're Intelligence's new test rats...I'll be conducting environmental and sociological experimentation...and as such will need several of your authorization codes.
OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
::is relieved that no one noticed her stumbling out of the TL, she heads over to the panel that looks like OPS and assumes the post::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
::walks down the hall to the  TL:: 
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
CSO: At our present speed.. less than 20 minutes.
Host CO_Starks says:
CIV: And am I to b a part of the study...or the experiment?
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
:: gives a small friendly type non- military salute to the XO and walks over to the Master System Display table::  
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
FCO: Thank you Ensign.
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
CO: Yourself and I will be neutral from this and will not be included in the study...::She holds out a PADD for him to take::...if you could download your security codes onto this PADD please.
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Nods whilst keeping focus on his console::
Host CO_Starks says:
CIV: this doesn't seem like a particularly important experiment for Fleet intelligence. Or for someone of "your" background LT.
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
OPS: Run a cursory sensor sweep of the Black Cluster area of space.
Host CO_Starks says:
CIV: I did some looking into your service record
XO_Chalen says:
::walks onto bridge::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::stands:: XO: You have the bridge, sir.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::taps intercom button:: * ENG RECON Team* Irvin to Engineering RECON Team Alpha, Report to Lower Engineering for Final Briefing.
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
CO: The Pharaoh is of little importance to me Captain, I would prefer to complete this assignment and leave as expediently as possible.
XO_Chalen says:
::takes the center seat::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::heads to science station, and begins sensor scans::
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::She pauses and looks at him frankly:: CO: If you go to confirm those records, you will discover that they have been altered by Command to protect my objectivity in this endeavor.
OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
CSO:   Yes Sir.  ::does as asked::
XO_Chalen says:
CSO:  Lt, kick extra power to the scanners.  I want a full scan of the station down to the bulkheads before we set foot on it.  Cardassians set some pretty nasty traps on any facilities they abandon.   Believe me, I know.......
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::taps some buttons on the display table pulling up the Emrok Nor schematics::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
XO: Aye, sir.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::watches as RECON team of 4 folks files in::
Host CO_Starks says:
CIV:.....::ignores her:: an attaché' to an admiral then suddenly sent here to the ass end of pace? 

Action: The Pharaoh and the Rex are 2 minutes from destination

CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::routes extra power to the sensors, and performs a detailed scan of the Emrok Nor::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::walks into Bridge::

Action: The sensors do not find Emrok Nor

XO_Chalen says:
*CTO*:  Mr. Riker, prepare Phaser rifles for any non-engineering members of the away team.
Capt_Yogi says:
@OPS:  Station on screen.
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Preparing the approach sequence::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
*XO* aye sir
CTO_LT_Riker says:
::scratches his head:: 
Rex_OPS says:
@ CO:   Errrrrrr Ma'am, tiny problem.  Station is not there.  ::Shrugs::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
::arrives on the bridge:: 
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::After a brief discussion with the Captain, she enters the bridge slowly and opens access to one of the back wall consoles. She downloads several key codes into the computer's database and goes about her work silently::
Capt_Yogi says:
@OPS:  What do you mean not there ?  ::stands up.::
Host CO_Starks says:
:: enters Bridge :: ALL: report
CTO_LT_Riker says:
TO: Prepare  phaser rifles for the non-engineering members of the  Away team
XO_Chalen says:
::stands from the chair::  CO:  Sir, we're at the right place, but there's no station to be found.
Rex_OPS says:
@ Capt Yogi:  Not there as in empty space, nada, no existence...  station someplace else....
TO_Johnson says:
 CTO: aye sir 
XO_Chalen says:
CSO:  Full sensor scans.   Full spectrum.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::walks over to the Engineering station::  
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Arches brows::
XO_Chalen says:
CSO:  Scan for debris or power residue from weapons or tractor beam or wormhole.
Capt_Yogi says:
@::Slams her fist against the console.  OPS jumps realizing the Capt is right behind her.::  OPS:  Get me the Pharaoh now!
Host CO_Starks says:
:: sits in chair :: CSO: scan the area
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::runs sensor diagnostic::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
XO: Aye, sir.  ::extends sensors to full spectrum range::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
XO: No sensor malfunction registering Commander.
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO: Full sensors initiated, sir.
Capt_Yogi says:
@COM:Pharaoh:  Listen Sugars, y’all haven't delivered what you promised, where is that station of yours ?

Action: Sensors detect a large mass at extreme sensor range.... at warp bearing 90 mark 40.

CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::taps intercom button:: * ENG RECON Team* Irvin to RECON Team, Stand By.
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Sir, I'm picking up a large mass at warp bearing 90 mark 40.
XO_Chalen says:
::stands next to the CO chair::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::focuses sensor at the coordinates of the object::
Host CO_Starks says:
FCO: plot an intercept course and go to warp
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::confused look:: All: What? Surely it's not the station...  
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::attempts to gain a visual of the object::
Host CO_Starks says:
CTO: get a tactical scan of the object
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
XO: Course ready, sir.. engaging now.
XO_Chalen says:
CEO:  Nothing can two something that large at warp......
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM* TUG: we have a lead try to keep up
CTO_LT_Riker says:
CO: I'm getting it too I suggest yellow alert 'till we identify it 
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  I agree with Mr. Riker sir.

Action: Detailed scans show it could be the station...

Host CO_Starks says:
CTO: yellow alert
CTO_LT_Riker says:
CO: aye
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Sir, it's possible that the mass is the station itself.
Capt_Yogi says:
@COM:CO:  No Handsome, you don't understand, no station, we want our payment.  We are not playing hid and seek in the stars.  Where is my payment handsome ?
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::keeps trying to lock down visual::
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::She begins to access secondary and internal sensors. She runs several key diagnostics on the port sensor pallets and brings the lateral sensors to full power::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::walks over and eyeballs the CSO's panel tapping a few buttons::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
CSO: I'm boosting the resolution on the secondary array. ::taps some buttons::
Host CO_Starks says:
FCO: Time to intercept

Action: Close scans show the station being towed my 12 ships... unable to identify. Time to intercept in 10 minutes.


CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
CSO: Confirmed Lieutenant...mass appears to correspond with last known data on Emrok Nor...
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::runs scans to ascertain whether a fusion reactor is still aboard the station::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::sees new reading on scanners::  All: No way....   There's no way it could stand the stress....  ::walks back to ENG station::
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
CO: Rendezvous in less than ten minutes, captain.. ::still highly focused::
Host CO_Starks says:
ALL: what's pulling it people?
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
CSO: You would be smart to attempt to triangulate the station's location with a modulating frequency...
Capt_Yogi says:
@::Taps fingers.::  COM:Pharaoh:  Handsome are you there ?
XO_Chalen says:
SELF:  12 ships?   CTO:  Deflector screens on.   Bring Phasers and Quantum torpedoes online NOW.
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Tug* Pharaoh here, what's up Capt?
CTO_LT_Riker says:
XO: aye 
Host CO_Starks says:
OPS: hail those ships
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::Without waiting for a response from him, she begins to enter a new program sequence into the lateral sensor array, preparing to run secondary scans for the station reactor::
OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
::nods and does as asked::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::looks at ENG scans and cross-references with the science station:: All: Dear God only knows what is holding the station together.  It appears to have some sort of weak force field around it.
XO_Chalen says:
COM: TUG:  Stand by, we've got some station-jackers on our hands.
Capt_Yogi says:
@COM:CO:  We were talking Latinum.  You didn't hold up the end of your bargain, No station.  Now lets talk payment, or do I have to get my towing lines out and stop you in mid space until you cough up the dough.  Highjacking were not in that type of contract hon.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::initiates Red Alert protocol and runs Aux Power to hot stand by::
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Tug* Hold your position we may have bad company. we'll stay in touch Pharaoh out
Capt_Yogi says:
@Self:  Well of all the nerve!
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::scans for the sources of the tractor beams::
Host CO_Starks says:
OPS: any answer to our hails?
OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
CO:  None, Sir.
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  Suggest we overtake and get in their path.  That would let the tactical scanners get a good ready of the hostiles.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::taps buttons on the panel::  XO & CSO: I'm re-routing power from the secondary systems to the Sensor array.  Those tractors are going to interfere with the scan.
Host CO_Starks says:
OPS: keep trying all channels
CIV_Lt_Keindar says:
::She looks up from her console:: CSO: Twelve ships towing a mining station...you might be advised to identify to foreign vessels Lieutenant...::Said smugly and almost dripping with sarcasm::
XO_Chalen says:
CTO:  Prepare for a tactical scan of the ships when we're in range.

Action: No reply from the ships.

OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
CO:  Aye, Sir  ::keeps trying::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
XO: aye commander
Host CO_Starks says:
XO: you want us to get in the way of something THAT big?
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CIV: Thank you for the advice.
Host CO_Starks says:
XO: no my idea of a fair game of chicken
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::attempting to identify the crafts::
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  So long as we don't stop,  we'll be fine.   We can outrun a station to be sure.
OPS_Ens_Kiandra says:
CO:  Still no reply on all channels.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::gulps and thinks to self::  Self: Yeah... Right
Host CO_Starks says:
:: nods at XO and stands to approach the FCO station ::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO: Captain, the vessels are Orion pirate crafts.
Host CO_Starks says:
FCO: take us to 2000 meters in front of the ships then match course and speed
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  We really have no more of a claim to the station then whoever they are do, but we should be cautious of anyone with the capability to haul a station away.
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Looks up momentarily:: CO: Aye captain.. ::does just that::
Host CO_Starks says:
CTO: lock aft torpedoes on the lead ship, but hold your fire
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::continues to monitor power output and power reroutes to sensor array::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
CO: aye Capt
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: Pink mammal what you want ?
Host CO_Starks says:
XO: we have more claim then a bunch of pirates
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Makes sure he has a good escape route ready, just in case::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::monitors surrounding space for other vessels::
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* We want what your towing, what else?
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: It is mine... find your own....
Capt_Yogi says:
@::Wonders what the other ship is up to.   Calculates damage costs just in case.::
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* all we need is the fusion reactor then the rest is yours
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: Fusion reactor... hmmm.... what you have for trade puny pink mammal?
XO_Chalen says:
WHISPER CO:  You could trade them our CIV........
Host CO_Starks says:
CSO: let me know if the force field keeping that station in one piece at warp is being generated by one of the pirate ships in particular
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Wonders what Sang's problem is.. Zerga is Bolian::
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* What do you want?
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::runs scans to locate the source (or sources) of the force field surrounding the station::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
::looks and the XO and smirks  trying not to laugh:: SELF: it would get her  outta my hair and off my nerves 
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO: No forcefield is present, sir. Each Orion ship has its tractor beam engaged.
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: I like you mammal.... straight to the point.....
Host CO_Starks says:
CSO: well something is keeping that station from being torn apart. Coordinate with the CEO and find it!
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* Then let's talk a trade
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO: Aye, sir.
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CEO:  Let’s find out if there's some protective force holding that station together.
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: Technical specifications of Starfleet equipment might by useful mammal.... Replicates... I like
CTO_LT_Riker says:
WHISPER CO: if  they  won’t give us what we need I could  rig a plasma charge to  disengage  their tractors and it wouldn’t hurt anyone 
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::analyzes data to ascertain whether an artificial force is holding the station together::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
?
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::looks to CSO and walks over to station::  CSO: Aye sir...   Cross-linking ENG console.... 
XO_Chalen says:
WHISPER CO:  I bet he does like.....  Probably like torpedoes too.......
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* Replicators I could do, depends on what grade? Food, equipment no problem. But of course Weapon grade industrial replicators are not for trade
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
CSO: Recommend that we reroute sensor data stream to the NAV Deflector. We'll have a better reception
Host CO_Starks says:
XO: quiet Chalin
XO_Chalen says:
::scowls at the CO, but keeps it to himself::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CEO:  Sounds like a good idea.  ::Reroutes sensor data stream to NAV Deflector and continues scans::
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: I know you Federation mammals no like weapons dealings... specs for replicators of food and equipment I would like....
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* :: sits in chair and straightens uniform :: Then it's a deal, yes? Food replicators for the fusion reactor.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::looks at incoming data::  CSO: I'm not seeing anything....
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: Food AND equipment you mammal.... :: looks :: You have a Ferengi hiding on you bridge ???
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CEO: Nor am I.
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* Okay, you pay more attention then I gave you credit for. It's a deal
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO: Captain, the integrity of the station is stable, and no known force can be detected except for the pirates' tractors.
Host CO_Starks says:
CSO: they have better equipment then I anticipated.
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: So.... when deliver your specifications mammal ??
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO: Apparently, sir.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
CO: God only knows why it's holding together.....
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CEO: Perhaps future analysis will unlock the mystery.
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* Let's drop out of warp and my Chief Engineer will begin transmission, and at that time I'll send a team over to remove "our" reactor
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: :: sighs :: I verrrrrry busy mammal... using LOTS of power to deliver station.... . it will cost EXTRA for immediate delivery.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::taps intercom button:: * Transporter Room 1* Irvin to RECON Team, Stand By...
XO_Chalen says:
CEO:  I'm going with the RECON team.
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Arches brows:: Self: Deliver? They're not keeping it for themselves?
XO_Chalen says:
CTO:  Stay at your post in case the Orions get mean.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::walks over to ENG station and brings up schematics of replicators::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
XO: aye
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::looks to XO:: CO: Permission to join the away team Captain
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* Perhaps if we helped your "deliver" this station when we remove the reactor? I promise that this ships has more tug in it then it seems
Host CO_Starks says:
:: nods in approval to the CEO ::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::looks over to the CSO::  CSO: Replicator Schematics standing by for transmittal at command Sir.
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: :: sighs :: Maybe specifications for a nice Federation Computer core will make me slow down.... :: looks at fingernails ::
Coot (actdcoot@63.238.19.actdnet-42506) has joined the conversation.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::steps towards turbo lift::  XO: Ready?
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CEO: Thank you, Lieutenant.
XO_Chalen says:
CEO:  Ready.   ::heads to the Transporter Room::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::follows XO::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO: The CEO has prepared replicator schematics for transmission, sir.
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* :: grins :: Sorry, no deal there my friend. You have my terms take it or leave it.
Host CO_Starks says:
:: before the XO leaves the bridge ::
Host CO_Starks says:
XO: Riggs stay here
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  Sir?
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: :: sighs :: I am in good mood mammal..... maybe not kill you today :: talks to the officers behind him ::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::stops and looks::
Host CO_Starks says:
:: stands ::

Action: The 12 ships and station drop out of warp.

CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::waits for a nod of continuance or something from the Captain or the XO::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Sir, they've dropped from warp speed.
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Drops from warp too, maintaining 2000m distance::
Host CO_Starks says:
XO: you have the ship I'm going on the away team. No arguments here Riggs, I'm the engineer and your the tactician. I'll need you here if things go ugly while the reactors being taken apart
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: You be quick and get your fusion reactor... I have places to be.... Could I interest you in another trade perhaps ???
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  Sir, you'll need me on the station MORE when the team runs into Cardassian traps!
Host CO_Starks says:
CEO: ready our team Eli, I'll meet you in the TR room
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::turns:: CO: Yes Sir.  ::exits::
XO_Chalen says:
CO:  You don't know what the Cardees are capable of, you have no ideal what your beaming into!      ......... SIR.
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* Maybe next time my friend, I promise we'll be fast
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::walks into Transporter Room 1::
Host CO_Starks says:
CSO: transmit the replicator plans then hail the tug and have then meet us here
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: CO: Come come Captain mammal... I have something that will brighten up ANY ship
Host CO_Starks says:
:: walking off bridge :: XO: Riggs I'm capable of taking care of myself now sit :: points to the hard chair and leaves bridge ::
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Getting curious::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: Captain  with all due respect sir according to SF REGS as chief of security your  safety is my responsibility... If you go I go 
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::sees the RECON team in the room::  Team: We ready? ::suits up::
Host CO_Starks says:
:: stops at bridge door and turns to main screen ::
Host CO_Starks says:
*COM: Sang* And what is that Captain?
Host CO_Starks says:
:: whispers:: CTO: fine, you can come along
XO_Chalen says:
::Watches the CO leave,   Inhales sharply, trying to hid a mighty Bajoran murderous rage and mumbles some profanities in Bajoran before taking the big chair::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::transmits replicator schematics to the Orion tug::
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::taps COM badge:: * RECON Team* Irvin to RECON Team, Testing 1..2...3...
Host O_CO_Sang says:
$ COM: Pharaoh: :: frowns :: CO: Maybe not today like you say.... we talk later mammal.... :: close COM ::
Host CO_Starks says:
Self: works for me
Host CO_Starks says:
:: leaves bridge for transporter room ::
CSO_LT_Brehgorn says:
::relays rendezvous coordinates to the lead tug::
FCO_Ens_Zerga says:
::Sighs and does a quick systems check ::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
*TO* Ensign Johnson report to the  bridge and  take  over for me please
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
::straps on tool pack, phaser, tricorder, and shoves a PADD with the Schematic in his leg pocket::
CTO_LT_Riker says:
::follows the co::
Host CO_Starks says:
:: enters TR room ::
TO_Johnson says:
CTO: aye sir 
Host CO_Starks says:
CEO: I want all Away team members in full EVA gear, :: looks to CTO :: that includes your Mr. Riker
CTO_LT_Riker says:
CO: thank you sir
XO_Chalen says:
TO TAC ENSIGN:   Ensign, if the Orion's SO MUCH AS BLINK, I want weapons ready.   Keep them charged at FULL POWER.
CEO_LtJG_Irvin says:
*CO* We're ready... Standing By.
Host CO_Starks says:
CTO: don't worry Tim, I wouldn't let you miss the party
Host CO_Starks says:
Self:....and them Cardassians can leave one hell of a party, keep sharp over there
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